Workshops
London
Social Psychology of Risk
London Heathrow
Marriott Hotel
24-28 October 2022
Three Workshops
- Intro to SPoR
- Intro to Semiotics
- SEEK Investigations

Workshop Schedule

Location

24 October - Intro to SPoR

London Heathrow Marriott Hotel

• Foundations in SPoR, Practical Tools of SPoR
25 October - Introduction to Semiotics

Bath Road, Heathrow Airport
Hayes, UB3 5AN United Kingdom

• Visual learning and practical tools of semiotics
• Understanding semiotics as language
26 October - Mystery Semiotic Walk
• Learn how to semiotic walk
• Learn how semiotics sparks to the unconscious
27 October - SEEK Investigations
• Bridging gaps in orthodox investigations
28 October SEEK Investigations
• Practice SPoR tools in investigating

Expected Outcomes

Schedule
Each day commences at 9am concluding at 4pm

By the conclusion of the workshops participants will:
• Learn SPoR principles and methods of work

Fees

• Better understand human judgment and decision making

Each module costs £550 per day

• Learn how semiotics influences outcomes

A discount is available for registration for all 5 days

• Practice SPoR skills in listening and observations
• Tackle gaps evident in traditional approaches to risk

Please email for your discount request: nippin.anand@novellus.solutions

• Learn mature approaches to engaging others

Registration

• Improve understanding of self, style and influencing

https://novellus.solutions/events/

• Sharpen risk intelligence
• Learn the psychology of goals, motivation and perception
• Tackle wickedly in risk and cultural thinking

Resources
Nippin is the Founder of Novellus. He is a former master
mariner with a master’s degree in economics, a PhD in
Social Sciences and Anthropology and a desire for lifelong learning in the wider disciplines of humanities,
social psychology and philosophy.
After a near collision at sea, he took up a passion for
investigating accidents and helping leaders humanize
risk and safety by listening to the perspectives of those
involved in accidents.
As a former subject matter expert at DNV, Nippin also
developed an interest in making compliance meaningful
for achieving business goals.
He is the host of the podcast Embracing Diﬀerences,
blogs regularly and is recognised both in the research
community and across safety critical industries for his
ability to make research accessible to businesses and
people at work.
Rob is the founder of The Social Psychology of Risk
(SPoR), The Centre for Leadership and Learning in Risk
and Human Dymensions.
Rob has authored 12 books in SPoR that have
exceeded over 350,000 downloads. He has published
more than 1000 blogs and is an International presenter.
Rob has extensive experience in risk having founded
institutions for high-needs young people and with
careers in Corrections, Government, Not-For-Profit,
Education, Teaching, Counselling and Community
Services.
Rob’s programs, curriculum, tools and services are
being implemented globally in organisations using SPoR
materials and philosophy.
Rob has numerous awards for his work in critical
incident management including, executive work on the
ECOG for the Beaconsfield Mine Disaster.
Rob holds qualifications in Risk and Safety, Education
and Learning, Theology and Social Psychology.

Module outlines for the workshops on offer can be found here:
•

Introduction to SPoR (https://cllr.com.au/product/an-introduction-tothe-social-psychology-of-risk-unit-1-elearning/)

•

Semiotics (https://cllr.com.au/product/semiotics-and-the-socialpsychology-of-risk-unit-3-overseas-online-elearning/)

•

SEEK (https://cllr.com.au/product/seek-the-social-psychology-of-eventinvestigations-unit-2-elearning/)

Websites and Downloads
Novellus: https://novellus.solutions/
Podcasts: https://novellus.solutions/podcasts/
SPoR: https://spor.com.au/
CLLR: https://cllr.com.au/
Human Dymensions: https://www.humandymensions.com/
Free Book Downloads: https://www.humandymensions.com/shop/
Dr Long’ blogs: https://safetyrisk.net/category/robert-long/
What to Expect:
Interactive presentations and exercises, practical take-away tools and methods,
case studies, models, sharing with like-minded participants in risk
enquiry, innovative ideas
and understandings, the
collective and collaborative
work of Dr Long and Dr
Anand, challenging ideas,
developing risk intelligence
and, heaps of fun in
learning.

